Basic Information
1. The Holiday Guide is designed as an informative, free newspaper for all English speaking holiday makers within our distribution area of Torremolinos, Benalmadena and Fuengirola.
2. The paper is now in its seventh year and has proved to be very popular with both our readers
and advertisers.
3. We have recently increased the number of the colour pages in the paper to cope with an ever
increasing number of advertisers and articles.
4. We currently publish the paper every five weeks and distribute it weekly. 25,000 copies are
printed with 5,000 copies being distributed every week.
5. Distribution takes place on Thursday and Friday of each week to ensure that it is readily available in hotels, apartment blocks, tourist offices, etc for all new arrivals.
6. Generally speaking the paper is welcomed by hotels and receptionists as they recognise that it
answers many of the questions which their clients ask.
7. We believe that our advertising rates are very competitive particularly when the volume and
targeted distribution is considered.
8. Many of are advertisers have been with us almost since we started the paper and, in some
cases, we are the only advertising medium which they use.
9. We advertise our own, subsidiary, business in the paper and therefore have a very direct vested interest in ensuring that the paper is both well read and properly distributed.
10. The paper is fully registered with a Deposito Legal and fiscal licence. IVA and taxes are properly accounted for.
11. Finally, the paper is family owned and run. We do not employ outside sales people and you
deal directly with the owners. If you have any problems, or if we make a mistake, you will have
direct access to us so that we can efficiently resolve any problems or queries which you may
have.
12. We distribute to the venues where tourists are staying or seeking information and not just
through our own advertisers.
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